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Looks and drives like new. Take your hand off the mouse because this Chevrolet V8 with
automatic transmission and rear wheel drive. The engine and Any questions just email me. This
car is of , and one of very few This vehicle is very fast, and has never been abused. The frame is
corvette. The engine is with thousands over bore. Full roller cam Pace Car Replica 5. The car
has a new stereo with back up camera and new black replica c6 wheels. Great car at a fair price.
All numbers match. I believe this Corvette Convertible of 17, was This Chevrolet Corvette
Convertible replica is quite an interesting machine. It has the iconic look you love, and there's
proper big Car has been driven less than miles since it was built. We finance! Needing the
utilities of a 4-door sedan, but don't want to give up the fun of a powerful sports Store is proud
to present this 1 off Delahaye USA make up of the famous Maharaja that sold for over 20 million
Dollars. This car is a replica Highly optioned and restored: engine After all, this can be This is
the real deal! This is the Holy Grail of muscle cars Frame off Restoration. Red w Red Interior.
This car is hard to find and rare for this price. The interior is very nice Get notified when we
have new listings available for chevrolet corvette replica. We use cookies to personalize your
experience. More info. Trovit Chevrolet Corvette Chevrolet corvette replica. X x Receive the
latest car listings by email. Receive new listings by email chevrolet corvette replica. By creating
this email alert, you agree to our Terms and our Privacy Policy. You can unsubscribe at any
time. Year No minimum No maximum Number of doors No minimum 2 3 4 5. No maximum 2 3 4
5. Reduced Price! Similar searches "chevrolet corvette replica": chevrolet corvette silver spring
, corvette red , yellow chevrolet corvette convertible , chevrolet corvette blue , 66 chevy corvette
, chevrolet corvette Report View car. US Classifieds4all 9 days ago. ISeeCars 9 days ago.
ClassicCars 19 days ago. Check price. ISeeCars 8 days ago. ClassicCars 13 days ago.
ClassicCars 12 days ago. ClassicCars 25 days ago. ISeeCars 23 days ago. X Get notified when
we have new listings available for chevrolet corvette replica x Receive the latest car listings by
email. Manage my alerts. Trovit by:. Our search engines. Follow us. Download the app. More
info Disagree Agree. Tell us how we can improve. It is loaded with every option that makes it
drive like a brand new one including all four disc brakes, power hood, power trunk, C-5 Corvette
suspension, chrome pullys, air conditioning, power steering, power windows, and a Panasonic
stereo CD player. It has a R4 automatic transmission and even comes with it's own custom built
soft-top. It is loaded with every option that makes it drive like a brand new one including all four
disc brakes, power hood, power trunk, C5 Corvette suspension, chrome pullys, air conditioning,
power steeri Title in hand. Canned ham. Pics on request. Sorry no emails,texts only no emails
please. I have six canned ham trailers; Bellwood 14', Aljo 14', Valley Kamper 15', Corvette 18',
Aloa Up for your consideration is a frame-off professionally restored Corvette by Steve
Hendrikson also known as "Mr. Corvette" in Mpls,MN. Restoration date: It has the original dual If
you are truly looking for a sleek, mean, aggressive classic sports car, well, here it is! What
makes this so great? Email Poster Message. Similar Items - Corvette, Clone, new, replica Set an
alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category. Search Tools.
Set an Alert? See inspection report, full photos, videos and more at classicpromenade.
Chevrolet only made Contact Seller. Private Seller. All Corvettes available to Corv Dealership
Showcased. This beautiful frame-off restoration was done by one of the most well-known
restorers in the U. Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. This Chevrolet Corvette
convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by an LS1
5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather interior, the
car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and Pennsylvania
before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic driver
information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling. Sign up
for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact
Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy
Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This
prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The
Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal,
brought to you by ClassicCars. Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1
of 4. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Featured Private Seller. Original V8, auto,
removable hardtop, Corvette. I believe the mileage to be actual. Dealership Showcased. This is a
correct car w This gorgeous C1 Corvette restomod is sitting on a brand new Art Morrison frame.
Contact Seller. Attention Corvette enthusiasts! We are ready for your vetting. This car is the real
deal and priced Auction Vehicle. Private Seller. Gorgeous classic Corvette. Spotless, no dents,
damage, scratches or rust anywhere, ove This Corvette is one striking total package. The
distinct two-tone makes quite an impression o Original vintage parts were used wherever
possible for this Resto-Mod Corvette's build along with s Refine Search? Also be sure to view
results in. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k

actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth
soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided
in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment
includes an electronic driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension
with active handling. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center.
About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities.
Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their respective
owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of the
company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. With the incredible
range of sizes and finishes, you can customize your Corvette to fit your style. Wider sizing for
the C7 Z06 brings increased traction to create the performance and handling you expect from
your Corvette. Click the link to view this style on your vehicle. Click Here. With its
multidimensional split five spokes, it gives the illusion of a directional twist, a design unlike any
other. This wheel will take the look of your Corvette from standard to premium instantly.
Multiple options for staggered setups are also available to give your vehicle the performance
and handling you desire. Looking to make an even bigger impact? Inquire about our pinstripe
option. Designed with split fork spokes, the C7 replica wheel is offered in multiple sizes and
premium finishes so you can choose the perfect look for your vehicle. A popular Corvette wheel
from Factory Reproductions, the C6 ZR1 Corvette Replica Wheel is distinguished by its dual
split, multi-spoke design, which gives it a mesh like appearance. With the incredible range of
sizes, you can customize your Corvette rims to fit your style. Wider sizing for the C6 ZR1 brings
increased traction to create the performance and handling you expect from your Corvette. By
adding these instantly recognizable wide split five spoke wheels, you can transform the
appearance of your vehicle immediately. Our C6 Z06 Corvette Spyder Replica Wheels are
available in 5 different sizes and multiple offsets allowing you a multitude of options for both
look and performance. The lightweight design of this wheel is created by five thin spokes that
break into a small v at the lip. Multiple sizing options for staggered setups are available to give
your vehicle the performance and handling you desire. The smooth, thick 5 spokes of this old
school ZR1 wheel sit back from the edge creating a visible lip. Contrasting machine surfaces in
either black or silver finish, allow this lip to pop. The concave center creates another attention
grabbing feature that will make your vehicle stand out among the crowd. You can get the look of
the Centennial Edition Corvette by adding these instantly recognizable wide V spoke wheels.
Our FR 25 C6 Cup Corvettes Replica Wheels are available in six different sizes and multiple
offsets allowing you a multitude of options for both look and performance. Upgrade your
vehicle with these rims in one of our many styles which include chrome and gloss black
finishes. We offer multiple sizes to allow for a staggered set up, providing superior handling and
better traction. Traditionally, this light split five spoke wheel is made for Corvettes but Factory
Reproductions offers applications for older Trans-ams and Firebirds as well. FR 13 â€” Limited
stock available! If you are looking for rear wheels for your C6 Corvette, now is the time to
purchase the C6 Corvette Replica wheel. Also known as the C6 Gumby Corvette wheel, this
classic, flat face five spoke wheel is in limited supply. Designed after the first Z06 wheel that
Chevrolet made for their Corvettes, the C5 Z06 Corvette Replica wheel remains in heavy demand
with Corvette owners. With a big lip, exposed lugs and wide split spokes, this rim enhances the
aggressive appearance of your legendary Corvette. Corvette owners with a passion for the
classics are drawn to the iconic YJ8 Corvette Replica wheel. Either way, the time honored YJ8
showcases tradition that still feels relevant. Corvette Replica Wheels Factory Reproductions
offers the best in manufacturer replica wheels for Corvettes. Sort by popularity Sort by average
rating Sort by newness Sort by price: low to high Sort by price: high to low View as:. Quick
View. Add to Wishlist. Product added! Browse Wishlist. The product is already in the wishlist!
See more. Filter by Price. Filter Price: â€”. Rated 5. Wider than the standard OE wheel, the
Hellcat allows for superior handling and better traction for a more aggressive driving
experience. Wider than the standard OE wheel, the Demon allows for superior handling and
better traction for a more aggressive driving experience. With the incredible range of sizes and
finishes, you can customize your Corvette to fit your style. Test fit your wheels with our new
configurator technology. See All Collections. Test fit your wheels. With its multidimensional
split five spokes, it gives the illusion of a directional twist, a design unlike any other. This wheel
will take the look of your Corvette from standard to premium instantly. Multiple options for
staggered setups are also available to give your vehicle the performance and handling you
desire. Looking to make an even bigger impact? Inquire about our pinstripe option. Click the
link to view this style on your vehicle. Click Here. FR 13 â€” Limited stock available! If you are
looking for rear wheels for your C6 Corvette, now is the time to purchase the C6 Corvette

Replica wheel. Also known as the C6 Gumby Corvette wheel, this classic, flat face five spoke
wheel is in limited supply. Corvette owners with a passion for the classics are drawn to the
iconic YJ8 Corvette Replica wheel. Either way, the time honored YJ8 showcases tradition that
still feels relevant. Wider sizing for the C7 Z06 brings increased traction to create the
performance and handling you expect from your Corvette. The smooth, thick 5 spokes of this
old school ZR1 wheel sit back from the edge creating a visible lip. Contrasting machine
surfaces in either black or silver finish, allow this lip to pop. The concave center creates another
attention grabbing feature that will make your vehicle stand out among the crowd. The C5
Corvette Replica Wheel defines simplicity. This style was the first base C5 Corvette wheel
offered by Chevrolet. Classic and clean, the 5 thin-spoked wheel is perfect for the Corvette
driver that desires minimalism. Designed with split fork spokes, the C7 replica wheel is offered
in multiple sizes and premium finishes so you can choose the perfect look for your vehicle. You
can get the look of the Centennial Edition Corvette by adding these instantly recognizable wide
V spoke wheels. Our FR 25 C6 Cup Corvettes Replica Wheels are available in six different sizes
and multiple offsets allowing you a multitude of options for both look and performance.
Upgrade your vehicle with these rims in one of our many styles which include chrome and gloss
black finishes. The lightweight design of this wheel is created by five thin spokes that break into
a small v at the lip. Multiple sizing options for staggered setups are available to give your
vehicle the performance and handling you desire. By adding these instantly recognizable wide
split five spoke wheels, you can transform the appearance of your vehicle immediately. Our C6
Z06 Corvette Spyder Replica Wheels are available in 5 different sizes and multiple offsets
allowing you a multitude of options for both look and performance. Designed after the first Z06
wheel that Chevrolet made for their Corvettes, the C5 Z06 Corvette Replica wheel remains in
heavy demand with Corvette owners. With a big lip, exposed lugs and wide split spokes, this
rim enhances the aggressive appearance of your legendary Corvette. A popular Corvette wheel
from Factory Reproductions, the C6 ZR1 Corvette Replica Wheel is distinguished by its dual
split, multi-spoke design, which gives it a mesh like appearance. With the incredible range of
sizes, you can customize your Corvette rims to fit your style. Wider sizing for the C6 ZR1 brings
increased traction to create the performance and handling you expect from your Corvette.
Multiple size and finish options let this wheel transform your standard vehicle into one that
makes a statement. The newest addition to the Factory Reproductions Ram wheel line up, the
Ram Replica Wheel is now available for all Ram s. Because of its two different bolt circle
patterns, this wide, five split spoke wheel can stylishly upgrade both old and new Ram s. A
brand new satin gray machine face finish rim has been added to the selection separating your
truck from the ordinary. Dodge Ram Replica offered in multiple sizes and finishes with
applications to fit Dodge Ram trucks. The Trackhawk Replica Wheel is for a performance beast
who also requires style. The inch wide wheels provide the stability that your jeep needs for
ultimate performance. The style comes from special finishes on the rims that will distinguish
your Jeep from others on the road. The black ball milled finish gives the Trackhawk Replica
Wheel a completely different look depending on the angle. The satin black machine face with a
bronze clear finish is truly unique. This wheel is the ultimate in both style and performance.
Jeep Trackhawk Replica offered in multiple finishes with applications to fit select Jeeps and
Durangos. Dodge Widebody Replica offered in multiple sizes and finishes with applications to
fit Chrysler c, Dodge Magnum, Chargers and Challengers. Two different offsets make the Dodge
Widebody Replica wheel stand apart in its class. Not only does the Widebody offer superior
performance for the standard vehicle, it is now available in an offset for wide body applications.
Broader than the standard OE wheel, the Widebody allows for exceptional handling and traction
for a more aggressive driving experience. Multiple size and finish options let this wheel
revolutionize your standard vehicle into one that suits your personal style. Dodge Demon
Replica offered in multiple sizes and finishes with applications to fit Chrysler c, Dodge Magnum,
Chargers and Challengers. By adding the Chrysler Replica Wheel to your vehicle, you get just
the right look you need. Offered in both 20 and 22 inch sizes, the Chrysler rims fill the expansive
wheel well, matching the robustness of the vehicle itself. Each of the seven spokes split at the
lip of the rim increasing the visual appeal of this unique wheel. Multiple finish options are
available to really maximize your style. Chrysler Replica offered in multiple sizes and finishes
with applications to fit Chrysler c, Dodge Magnum, Chargers and Challengers. We offer a variety
of sizes, and finishes for the Ram Truck Hellcat style wheel. Each uses a 5X5. Please choose
from the options below. Inspired by the original Hellcat wheel for performance vehicles, the
Ram Truck Hellcat Replica Wheel was designed specifically for your truck. Small modifications
were made to the original design to create a more robust truck wheel. With various sizes to fit
both Dodge Ram and Jeep applications, Hellcat enthusiasts can now have the same impressive
wheels for their trucks. This wheel has been reconfigured so Jeep and Dodge Durango owners

can now experience the Hellcat look and feel. Wider than the standard OE wheels, the Hellcat
allows for superior handling and better traction for a more aggressive driving experience.
Multiple size and finish options of these rims will transform your standard Jeep or Durango into
one that makes a statement. Dodge Hellcat Replica offered in multiple sizes and finishes with
applications to fit Chrysler c, Dodge Magnum, Chargers and Challengers. One of Factory
Reproductions most popular wheels, the Dodge Hellcat Replica, is the new school MoPar wheel
that provides optimum performance with classic style. Multiple size and finish options
transform your standard vehicle into one that makes a statement. We offer multiple size and
finish options, so that you can personalize your vehicle to suit you. Jeep Viper Replica is
offered in multiple sizes and finishes with applications to fit select Jeeps and Durangos. This
knockout 5 spoke wheel fits perfectly on the newer generation of Camaros. Its wide dimension
allows for bigger tires, which means better traction and ultimately delivers incredible
performance and handling. A new twist on the traditional split five spoke design, this wheel has
individual cut outs in each spoke and a machined inner lip behind the spokes to reduce the
weight of the wheel. Various sizes are available for a staggered set-up creating exceptional
performance and ultimately a more aggressive driving experience. Available in hyper silver and
gloss black, these rims will be an exceptional complement to any 5th or 6th generation Camaro.
If you are looking for a way to upgrade your standard Camaro, the new version of the Camaro
ZL1 Replica Wheel offers multiple sizes and finishes to give you a more personalized look. The
deep concave of this detailed, multi-spoke wheel provides a significant amount of brake
clearance. The lightweight design and width of the wheel allow for a wider stance with better
traction and performance. Whether you are improving your Camaro for style or performance,
the Camaro ZL1 Replica rims will transform your vehicle into the muscle car it was meant to be.
Z28 Camaro Replica offered in multiple sizes and finishes with applications to fit 5th and 6th
gen Camaros. Because of the wider stance, this good looking wheel enhances your overall
driving experience with increased grip and excellent performance. Multiple size and finish
options let the Z28 Camaro Replica wheel transform your standard Camaro into one that makes
a statement. Chevrolet Camaro ZL1 Replica offered in multiple sizes and finishes with
applications to fit 5th and 6th gen Camaros. If you are looking for a way to upgrade your
standard Camaro, the Camaro Zl1 Replica Wheel offers multiple sizes and finishes to give you a
more personalized look. The light weight design and greater width of this classic 5 split spoke
allow for a wider stance with better traction and performance. Whether you are improving your
Camaro for style or performance, the Camaro Zl1 Replica will transform your vehicle into the
muscle car it was meant to be. This solid, blocky five spoke wheel enhances the bold look of
your vehicle. Limited sizes and finishes are available. SS Camaro Replica offered in multiple
sizes and finishes with applications to fit 5th and 6th gen Camaros. Learn More. However, not all
replicas are created equally. When it comes to quality, Factory Reproductions has over 20 years
of experience manufacturing the best in class replica wheels with the
mazda mpv coolant leak
pioneer radio wiring harness adapter
spy car alarm wiring diagram
highest of standards. The attention to detail is exceptional throughout the entire
manufacturing process. The wheel finishes are durable, easy to maintain and deliver the closest
resemblance to stock OEM wheels. Shop Now. Shop our industry leading selection of replica
wheels. Corvette Wheels Factory Reproductions offers the best in manufacturer replica wheels
for Corvettes. Shop Collection. Quick View. Product added! Browse Wishlist. The product is
already in the wishlist! See more. Add to Wishlist. Dodge Wheels Factory Reproductions offers
the best in manufacturer replica wheels for Dodge. Camaro Wheels Factory Reproductions
offers the best in manufacturer replica wheels for Camaro. Go To Store View all collections of
replica wheels. Start Saving Skip the shipping. Get a pick-up discount. Share your ride
factoryreproductions. Load More Follow on Instagram. Need help choosing the right products
for your vehicle? Our team of highly trained experts has the knowledge and passion to help.

